Abstract-In this paper, we derive analytical expressions for the symbol error probability (SEP) for a hybrid selection/maximalratio combining (H-S/MRC) diversity system in multipath-fading wireless environments. With H-S/MRC, out of diversity branches are selected and combined using maximal-ratio combining (MRC). We consider coherent detection of -ary phase-shift keying (MPSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM) using H-S/MRC for the case of independent Rayleigh fading with equal signal-to-noise ratio averaged over the fading. The proposed problem is made analytically tractable by transforming the ordered physical diversity branches, which are correlated, into independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) "virtual branches," which results in a simple derivation of the SEP for arbitrary and . We further obtain a canonical structure for the SEP of H-S/MRC as a weighted sum of the elementary SEP's, which are the SEP's using MRC with i.i.d. diversity branches in Rayleigh fading, or equivalently the SEP's of the nondiversity (single-branch) system in Nakagami fading, whose closed-form expressions are well-known. We present numerical examples illustrating that H-S/MRC, even with , can achieve performance close to that of -branch MRC.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE CAPACITY of wireless systems in a multipath environment can be increased by diversity techniques [1] , such as selection diversity (SD) [2] - [4] or maximal-ratio combining (MRC) [4] . SD is the simplest form of diversity system whereby the received signal is selected from one out of available diversity branches. In MRC, the received signals from all the diversity branches are weighted and combined to maximize the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the combiner output.
Though a high diversity order is possible in many situations, it may not be feasible to utilize all of the available branches. For example, a large order of antenna diversity may be obtained easily, especially at higher frequencies such as the PCS bands, using spatial separation and/or orthogonal polarizations. Even for a handset, the main diversity-order limitation is typically not the handset size (which determines the maximum number of antenna elements) but the power consumption and cost of the RF electronics for each diversity branch [5] .
This has motivated studies [6] - [11] of diversity combining techniques that process only a subset of the available diversity branches with limited resources (i.e., power, RF electronics), but achieve better performance than SD. These reduced-complexity combining systems select branches (from available diversity branches) and combine them based on a chosen criterion. Here, we consider a hybrid selection/maximal-ratio combining (H-S/MRC) diversity system which selects the branches with largest receive SNR at each instant, and then combines these branches to maximize the instantaneous output SNR. This potentially reduces the number of required RF chains from to . We assume that instantaneous channel estimation using a scanning receiver across all possible diversity branches is feasible, such as with slow fading. However, H-S/MRC also offers improvement in fast fading conditions, and our results serve as a lower bound on the symbol error probability (SEP) performance when perfect channel estimates are not available.
In [7] , the bit error rate performance of H-S/MRC with and out of branches was analyzed, and it was pointed out that "the expressions become extremely unwieldy" for . The average SNR of H-S/MRC was derived in [8] . In [10] , a "virtual branch" technique was introduced (see also [11] ) to succinctly derive the mean as well as the variance of the combiner output SNR of the H-S/MRC diversity system. Concurrent and independent work on the performance analysis of H-S/MRC can also be found in [12] , where H-S/MRC is referred to as "generalized selection combining."
In this paper, we derive exact expressions for the SEP of a H-S/MRC diversity system with arbitrary and . We consider coherent detection of -ary phase-shift keying (MPSK) and quadrature amplitude modulation (MQAM) for the case of independent Rayleigh fading with equal SNR averaged over the fading. The proposed problem is made analytically tractable by transforming the ordered physical diversity branches, which are correlated, into independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) virtual branches. 1 We further obtain a canonical structure for the SEP of H-S/MRC as a weighted sum of the elementary SEP's, which are the SEP's using MRC with i.i.d. branches in Rayleigh fading, or equivalently the SEP's of a nondiversity (single-branch) system in Nakagami fading, whose closed-form expressions are well known. We also present numerical examples illustrating that H-S/MRC, even with , can achieve performance close to that of -branch MRC.
II. DIVERSITY COMBINING ANALYSIS

A. Virtual Branch Technique: The Key Idea
The analysis of H-S/MRC based on a chosen ordering of the branches at first appears to be complicated, since the SNR statistics of the ordered branches are not independent. Here, we alleviate this problem by transforming the ordered-branch variables into a new set of i.i.d. virtual branches, and expressing the ordered-branch SNR variables as a linear function of i.i.d. virtual branch SNR variables. The key advantage of this formulation is that it allows greater flexibility in the selection process of the ordered instantaneous SNR values, and permits the combiner output SNR to be expressed in terms of the i.i.d. virtual branch SNR variables. In this framework, the derivation of the SEP for H-S/MRC, involving the evaluation of nested -fold integrals, essentially reduces to the evaluation of a single integral with finite limits. The well-known results for SD and MRC are shown to be special cases of our results.
B. General Theory
Let denote the instantaneous SNR of the th diversity branch defined by (1) where is the average symbol energy, and is the instantaneous fading amplitude and is the two-sided noise power spectral density of the th branch. We model the 's as continuous random variables with (probability density function (pdf) and mean . Let us first consider a general diversity combining (GDC) system with the instantaneous output SNR of the form 2 (2) where and are vectors with denoting the number of available diversity branches. The selection vector is binary-valued with th element . The ordered vector , where is the ordered set of , i.e., and denotes transpose. Note that GDC selectively combines the branches with instantaneous SNR corresponding to nonzero elements ( ) of the selection vector . It will be apparent later that several diversity combining schemes, including H-S/MRC, turn out to be special cases of (2) . Note that the possibility of at least two equal 's is excluded, since almost surely for continuous random variables 's. ! , we will use the fact that hx x x; T T Ty y yi = hT T T x x x; y y yi [13] , [14] . 3 In our context, the notion of "almost sure" or "almost everywhere" can be stated mathematically as: 6 = almost surely if and only if Prf = g = 0 [15] , [16] .
For a Rayleigh fading channel, the pdf of 's is given by (3) where . Then, the pdf of the instantaneous branch SNR is given by otherwise (4) where the mean . If s are independent with equal average SNR, i.e., for , then for . The joint pdf of can be derived using the theory of "order statistics" [17] as otherwise.
(5) Therefore otherwise (6) where denotes the vector of length whose elements are all ones. It is important to note that the 's are no longer independent, even though the underlying 's are independent.
C. Symbol Error Probability for GDC Over the Channel Ensemble
The SEP for GDC in multipath-fading environment is obtained by averaging the conditional SEP over the channel ensemble. This can be accomplished by averaging the over the pdf of as (7) where is the conditional SEP, conditioned on the random variable , and is the pdf of the combiner output SNR [18] - [20] . Alternatively, averaging over the channel ensemble can be accomplished, using the technique of [21] , [22] , by substituting the expression for directly in terms of the physical branch variables given in (2), as (8) Since the statistics of the ordered-branches are no longer independent, the evaluation of (8) involves nested -fold integrals, which are in general cumbersome and complicated to compute. This can be alleviated by transforming the instantaneous SNR of the ordered diversity branches, 's, into a new set of virtual branch instantaneous SNR's, 's, using the following relation: (9) where is the upper triangular virtual branch transformation matrix given by . . . . . .
and . Using the distribution theory for transformations of random vectors [17] , the joint pdf of can written as (11) where is the Jacobian of the virtual branch transformation and . Denoting be the th column of the identity matrix , we derive the recursion (12) where (or equivalently ) and can be interpreted as the "difference between the adjacent ordered instantaneous SNR's." This implies that . Since the virtual branch transformation is linear and is an upper triangular matrix, (13) where denotes the determinant [23] . Note also that (14) Substituting (13) and (14), in (11) together with (6), the joint pdf of becomes otherwise.
Therefore (16) where is the pdf given by otherwise.
This shows that the instantaneous SNR's of the virtual branches are i.i.d. with characteristic function (c.f.) given by (18) The instantaneous SNR of the combiner output can now be expressed in terms of the instantaneous SNR of the virtual branches as (19) Using the independent virtual branches, the -fold nested integrals of (8) reduce to (20) For many important modulation techniques, factors into a product of terms, where each term depends only on one of the 's. Similarly, factors into a product of terms, each dependent only on one . We will illustrate this by the following two important examples.
1) SEP for MPSK With GDC:
For coherent detection of -ary phase-shift keying (PSK), an alternative representation , involving a definite integral with finite limits, is given by [18] , [19] , [24] - [27] (21) where and . Substituting (21) into (7), the SEP for MPSK becomes (22) Note that the inner integral of (22) is the c.f. of evaluated at , and the SEP analysis that uses the c.f. of the combiner output SNR can be found in [19] .
Although, the evaluation of (22) involves a single integration for averaging over the channel ensemble, it requires the knowledge of the pdf (or equivalently the c.f.) of . Alternatively, we substitute (21) into (8) , and the SEP for MPSK becomes (23) (24) Note in (24) that, since the ordered physical branches are no longer independent, direct use of the methods given in [21] and [22] requires an -fold nested integration for the expectation operation in (23) . This is alleviated using the virtual branch technique by substituting (21) into (20) as (25) Exploiting the fact that 's are independent, (25) becomes (26) where is the th element of . The powerfulness of the virtual branch technique is apparent by observing that the expectation operation in (23) no longer requires an -fold nested integration.
Substituting (18) into (26) gives (27) Thus the derivation of the SEP for coherent detection of MPSK using -branch GDC, involving the -fold nested integrals in (24) , essentially reduces to a single integral over with finite limits. The integrand is an -fold product of a simple expression involving trigonometric functions. Note that the independence of the virtual branch variables plays a key role in simplifying the derivation.
2) SEP for MQAM With GDC:
For coherent detection of squared -ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) with for even , is given by [22] 
where , and . Using the virtual branch technique, similar to the steps used for MPSK, the SEP for MQAM becomes (29) Again, the derivation of the SEP for coherent detection of MQAM using GDC in Rayleigh fading reduces to two terms, each consisting of a single integral over involving trigonometric functions with finite limits.
Note in passing that the two signal constellations for MQAM and MPSK coincide when , and hence their respective performance obtained from our virtual branch analysis are expected to be the same. Using the fact that the integrand in (29) is even symmetric about in , it is easy to verify that (29) with 4-QAM is identical to (27) 4-PSK.
III. APPLICATION OF GENERAL THEORY
The results given in (27) and (29) of Section II-C are for the SEP for coherent detection of MPSK and MQAM, respectively, using -branch GDC in Rayleigh-fading channels. The 's in (27) and (29) depend on the selection vector . The results obtained in (27) and (29) are general in the sense that they apply to a variety of diversity combining systems that fit the form of (2), including H-S/MRC, SD, and MRC. In the following, the general theory derived in Section II-C is used to evaluate the performance of H-S/MRC, SD, and MRC.
A. SEP's With H-S/MRC
The instantaneous output SNR of H-S/MRC is -
where . Note thatwith (31) In this case, otherwise.
Substituting (32) into (27) of Section II-C, the SEP for MPSK with H-S/MRC can be easily obtained as 
B. SEP's With SD
SD is the simplest form of diversity system whereby the received signal from one of diversity branches is selected [4] . The output SNR of SD is (35) Note that with . In this case, for , and substituting this into (27) and (29) of Section II-C, the SEP for coherent detection of MPSK and MQAM using SD becomes (36) and (37) respectively. Since SD is a special case of H-S/MRC with , (36) and (37) can also be obtained from the H-S/MRC results of Section III-A by setting in (33) and (34).
C. SEP's With MRC
In MRC, the received signals from all diversity branches are weighted and combined to maximize the SNR at the combiner output [4] . The output SNR of MRC is (38) Note that with . In this case, for , and substituting this into (27) of Section II-C, the SEP for MPSK becomes (39) Specifically (39) is the SEP for coherent detection of MPSK using MRC with independent branches having equal average SNR's of in Rayleigh fading, and therefore a closed-form expression for (39) can be found in [28] . Comparing to the SEP expression given by [29, eq. (24) ], we note that (39) is equivalent to the SEP for single-branch reception of MPSK in Nakagami-fading with fading parameter (i.e., ) having an average SNR of [29] - [31] . 4 4 This is due to the fact that pdf of (2=0)
is chi-squared distributed with 2N degrees of freedom, and, therefore, is equal (in distribution or law)
to the square of the Nakagami random variable with m = N and mean N 0.
The fading parameter of Nakagami fading, usually denoted by the symbol m, is also known as fade parameter, fading severity factor, fading figure, or (inverse) fading-depth parameter.
Similarly, the SEP for MQAM becomes (40) The result of (40) is the SEP for coherent detection of MQAM using MRC with independent branches having equal average SNR's of in Rayleigh fading, and therefore a closed-form expression for (40) can be found in [32] . Note again that (40) is equivalent to the SEP for single-branch reception of MQAM in Nakagami fading with fading parameter having an average SNR of [29] - [31] . Since MRC is a special case of H-S/MRC with , (39) and (40) can also be obtained from the H-S/MRC results of Section III-A by setting in (33) and (34).
IV. CANONICAL FORM FOR SEPS
A. Canonical Form for SEP's With GDC
The quest for obtaining insights from (27) and (29) is at its peak, which leads to an expansion for the integrand in (27) . Let be the set of distinct values of where each has algebraic multiplicity such that . Then (27) and (29) can be rewritten as (41) and (42) Letting and , the integrand in (41) fits into the expression of (53) of the Appendix. 5 Using the canonical expansion formula given in (54) of the Appendix, (41) can be rewritten as Interesting insights can now be obtained from (44). The SEP for MPSK using -branch GDC in Rayleigh fading is simply the weighted sum of the elementary SEP's. The weighting coefficients are given by (55), and the elementary SEP's for the -entries are simply the SEP's for the coherent detection of MPSK using MRC with independent branches having equal SNR's of in Rayleigh-fading, or equivalently the SEP for single-branch reception of MPSK in Nakagami fading with fading parameter equal to having an average SNR of . Similarly, (42) can be rewritten as
Note that a similar structure, namely, "linear combination of the simple elementary SEP's," is evident from (46) for MQAM.
B. Canonical Forms for SEP's With H-S/MRC
For H-S/MRC, it can be seen from (32) The canonical structure for SEP with H-S/MRC is evident from (49) and (50) as a linear combination of the simple "elementary SEP's," as for the case of GDC in (44) and (46) of Section IV-A.
C. Canonical Forms for SEP's With SD
For SD, the number of distinct values of , , is equal to . The distinct values are and the corresponding and (52) respectively. Note again that the SEP for SD is simply a weighted sum of the elementary SEP's, as for the case of GDC in (44) and (46) of Section IV-A. Since SD is a special case that the SNR per branch is about 2 dB higher with 16-QAM to achieve the same SEP as 8-PSK.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We derived exact expressions for the SEP for coherent detection of MPSK and MQAM with H-S/MRC in multipath-fading wireless environments. With H-S/MRC, out of diversity branches are selected and combined using MRC. This technique provides improved performance over branch MRC when additional diversity is available, without requiring additional electronics and/or power. We considered independent Rayleigh fading on each diversity branch with equal signal-to-noise ratios, averaged over the fading. We analyzed this system using a novel "virtual branch" technique which resulted in a simple derivation of the SEP for arbitrary and . The key idea was to transform the dependent ordered-branch variables into a new set of i.i.d. virtual branches, and express the combiner output SNR as a linear combination of the i.i.d. virtual branch SNR variables. We further obtained a canonical structure for the SEP of H-S/MRC as a weighted sum of the elementary SEP's. The elementary SEP's are the SEP's using MRC with i.i.d. branches in Rayleigh fading, or equivalently the SEP's of the nondiversity (single-branch) system in Nakagami fading, whose closed-form expressions are well-known. Numerical results for 8-PSK and 16-QAM showed that H-S/MRC, even with , can achieve performance close to that of -branch MRC.
APPENDIX CANONICAL EXPANSION
The canonical expansion of (53) where the are the distinct poles of , each having algebraic multiplicity , in terms of the elementary functions of the form , is
The coefficients of the canonical expansion are given by
where denotes the th derivative of evaluated at .
